What is Prodoscore™?
Visibility into Employee Productivity

Access One has partnered with Prodoscore a leading provider
of employee visibility software. The solution empowers teams
to be more effective and productive, validated with improved employee performance and cost savings.
Regardless of company size or industry, leaders are often challenged with how to measure employee output.
Organizations have traditionally measured performance using lagging indicators. But, leading indicators, such as
activity, are input oriented and much easier to influence. By measuring leading indicators, leaders can impact
results. Activity is in fact the most accurate measure of engagement, which ultimately produces the end result.
Prodoscore measures thousands of daily activity points across business applications businesses are already using
like CRM, office tools, and communications technology, to generate one simple score. The proprietary scoring
system utilizes AI tools like Machine Learning, NLP and Sentiment Analysis to aggregate the data and makes it
quickly digestible via an easy to use dashboard.

What can Prodoscore do for the modern workplace?
Enable & Manage Remote Teams
The benefits of a remote workforce are many, from cost saving opportunities, to employee satisfaction, to productivity.
Don’t let a lack of visibility into daily activity prevent the potential gains of going remote.

Improve and Better Predict Revenue Results
When it comes to achieving successful business outcomes, activity leads to opportunity, which ultimately leads to revenue.
So, finding ways to increase the right activities can improve performance.

Increase ROI with Cloud Tool Adoption
Providing tools that help keep teams organized and aligned is critical for business development. Combined with visibility,
usage increases and those tools can truly impact performance. And, employees who use the tools available to them tend to
generate better results – a win-win.

Improve Employee Retention
Knowing when employees are engaged and when they’re checked out can mean significant cost savings. Use data to mitigate
surprise resignations and step in before it’s too late.

Enhance Coaching and Replicate Top Performers
Visualizing daily activity makes it easy to understand patterns of a successful employee vs. the rest of the team. And, by
creating transparency between managers and employees about productivity levels, Prodoscore saves time and makes one on
one discussions a lot easier.

Prodoscore takes the guesswork out of managing remote or in-office teams so leaders are better informed and better
prepared. Contact Access One to help build trust within your organization and enable highly productive teams.
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